Meet WTE Decision-Makers from Indonesia

The U.S. Trade and Development Agency is organizing a half-day Business Briefing as part of the Indonesia Waste-to-Energy (WTE) Reverse Trade Mission (RTM). As an U.S. industry participant, you will hear directly from senior executives and decision-makers from Indonesia’s WTE industry, who will introduce the objectives of their visit, their policy and business plans, and short- to medium-term procurement needs and commercial and technology interests.

BACKGROUND

Indonesia is among the world’s top generators of municipal solid waste (MSW). It also generates significant quantities of agricultural and wood waste as well as over 500 megatons per year of CO2 from fuel combustion. The Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources (ESDM) set targets to:

• Double renewable energy generation, and
• Increase renewable energy’s share of total electricity generation to 23 percent by 2025.

In this context, WTE has developed into a key subsector for Indonesia’s energy market.

Members of the RTM delegation come from the decision-making bodies within organizations such as:

• ESDM
• Major state-owned energy companies
• Provincial energy and environmental offices.

Many delegates are actively engaged in engineering, project development, procurement, capacity building, and other key functions related to WTE and clean energy development.

WHY YOU SHOULD ATTEND

• Learn about upcoming project opportunities and bidding processes
• Understand the landscape of Indonesia’s Waste-to-Energy Sector
• Meet one-on-one with key decision-makers
• Form new business partnerships

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

The Indonesian delegates are particularly interested in exploring commercial opportunities in the following categories with potential U.S. partners:

• Thermal technology/waste incineration
• Carbon capture, storage, and utilization
• Decarbonization strategy planning and implementation
• Clean bioenergy and other forms of renewable energy production for electricity and fuel

ABOUT USTDA

The U.S. Trade and Development Agency helps companies create U.S. jobs through the export of U.S. goods and services for priority infrastructure projects in emerging economies. USTDA links U.S. businesses to export opportunities by funding projects preparation and partnership building activities that develop sustainable infrastructure and foster economic growth in partner countries.

Attendance at this event is limited to U.S. individuals, U.S. firms, or U.S. consultants as defined by USTDA’s Nationality Source and Origin Requirements available on USTDA’s website at http://www.ustda.gov/.

CONTACT INFORMATION

Kexin Liu, Program Manager, GTI Energy
kliu@gti.energy
+1 734-709-6552
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